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OBJECTIONSTO THE USE OF THE PLENARYPOWERSFOR NEOTYPES
OF ECHINOCORYSSCUTATA(ECHINOIDEA). Z.N.(S.) 1903

By Curtis W. Sabrosky (^Systematic Entomology Laboratory, U.S.D.A.,
c/o U.S. National Museum, Washington, D.C. 20560)

Peake and Melville (1970, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 11 : 55-59) have requested the
Commission to suppress the neotype designated by Wind (1959) for Echinocorys
scutata Leske, and to substitute another. Although not an echinoid specialist, I

object on general principles to the proposed actions.

2. Wind's neotype (1959) has no standing under the Code, and it can be rejected

or ignored by taxonomists without recourse to the Commission's plenary povviers.

Under Article 75(e), "A neotype-designation published before 1961 takes effect from
the time when it fulfills all the provisions of this Article [75]." Accepting the state-

ments given in the application, I submit that the 1959 neotype can never qualify.

Most importantly, it does not qualify under the rule of admissibility: Only when
"necessary in the interests of stability of nomenclature" (Art. 75(a)). A neotype must
be "essential for solving a complex zoological problem, such as the confused or doubt-
ful identities of closely similar species" for which primary type material no longer

exists. However, Peake and Melville state unequivocally that Klein's "original text

and illustrations [upon which, clearly, Leske based his nominal species] leave the

identity of the species in no doubt" [italics mine, here and in other quotations], and
furthermore they point out that "this identity has been continuously confirmed by all

the main works of reference on the subject". Obviously, then, no instability or
complex problem existed in 1 959, and no neotype was needed —nor is one needed now.
Both neotypes fail to satisfy both the letter and the spirit of Article 75.

3. In particular. Wind's neotype cannot fulfill the important provision (75 (c)(4))

of consistency with "what is known of the original type-material, from its description

and from other soiu'ces". Peake and Melville state positively that Klein's "original

text and illustrations leave the identity of the species in no doubt" and that "Wind's
neotype differs in many morphological respects from the one figured by Klein".

4. Moreover, although Klein and Leske give only a generalized type locality,

"Anglia", Peake and Melville state that "Klein's figure of E. scutata represents a
form that is characteristic of [the Gravesend] horizon (and of no other)". Wind's
neotype is from a far distant locality and from a different horizon, separated by several

zones from the Gravesend horizon in which the typical form figured by Klein is charac-
teristic and common. Thus Wind's neotype also fails to fulfill the fifth condition in

75(c), that a neotype shall come from "as nearly as practicable from the original type
locality, and . . . from the same geological horizon" as the original type material.

This case is precisely the kind of situation for which the fairly stringent provisions

of Article 75 were designed. Those rules were aimed at obviating the need for and
discouraging unnecessary bookwork on neotypes. Even if ultimately a Declaration
removes the term "exceptional circumstances" and relates the defining subsection
75(a)(i) to the phrase "necessary for stability in nomenclature" (cf. Bull. zool. Nomencl.
21 : 172, case 17, 1964), that phrase is still a vital point. All that is needed in this

present case is for taxonomists to disregard Wind's neotype as unjustified and unquali-
fied under the Code, and thereupon to continue to identify Echinocorys scutata Leske
in the time-honoured way. The Commission should never do for taxonomists that

which they can do for themselves.

By C. W. Wright (37 Phillimore Gardens, London, W.i, England)
I strongly support the proposals by Peake and Melville (1970 : 57) to vary the

neotype for Echinocorys scutata Leske designated by Wind (1959 : 124). A neotype
is certainly necessary in this case (Art. 75(a)(i)) but Wind's designation contravenes
Art. 75(c)(4) and (5), as is made clear by Peake and Melville in their application.
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